An anticorrelated interaction between the dorsal attention and the default-mode networks has been observed, although how these 2 networks establish such relationship remains elusive. Behavioral studies have reported the emergence of attention and default network--related functions and a preliminary competing relationship between them at early infancy. This study attempted to test the hypothesis-resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging will demonstrate not only improved network synchronization of the dorsal attention and the default networks, respectively, during the first 2 years of life but also an anticorrelated network interaction pattern between the 2 networks at 1 year which will be further enhanced at 2 years old. Our results demonstrate that both networks start from an isolated region in neonates but evolve to highly synchronized networks at 1 year old. Paralleling the individual network maturation process, the anticorrelated behaviors are absent at birth but become apparent at 1 year and are further enhanced during the second year of life. Our studies elucidate not only the individual maturation process of the dorsal attention and default networks but also offer evidence that the maturation of the individual networks may be needed prior exhibiting the adult-like interaction patterns between the 2 networks.
Introduction
Recent resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (rs-fMRI) studies (Biswal et al. 1995; Fox et al. 2005; Vincent et al. 2008) have revealed an interesting anticorrelated behavior between the default-mode network (Shulman et al. 1997; Raichle et al. 2001 ) and the dorsal attention network (Corbetta and Shulman 2002) in adults. This observed opposing relationship appears consistent with their contrasting neural functions. The default network is commonly accepted as the neural network that underlies internal and self-related thinking process , while the dorsal attention network governs external and attention-demanding cognitive functions (Corbetta and Shulman 2002) . This opposing pattern likely reflects an important feature of brain's network interaction ) that is essential for normal brain functioning. Specifically, the existence of such anticorrelation during resting has been postulated as ''a recurring switch between an introspective versus an extrospecively oriented state-of-mind'' (Fransson 2005) . Consistently, we and others have reported the importance of this anticorrelation during the switching of contrasting task domains (Spreng et al. 2010; Gao and Lin 2012) . Moreover, Kelly et al. (2008) reported that the strength of this anticorrelation is directly correlated with task performance. Together, these findings strongly support the organizational and behavioral significance of this network-level competing relationship. However, it is unclear how this relationship is established during the course of brain development.
With an independent component analysis approach, we have previously demonstrated the temporal maturation processes of the default network in normal children during the first 2 years of life (Gao et al. 2009 ). Our results suggest that the default network topology at 1 year of age resembles an adult-like organization, consistent with the concurrent emergence of the corresponding cognitive functions (Amsterdam 1972; Fivush and Hamond 1990) . Although imaging studies elucidating dorsal attention network maturation are lacking, early emergence of dorsal attention--related behaviors such as sustained attention (Haith 1980 ) and selective attention (Haith et al. 1988; Rothbart and Posner 2001) during the first year of life has been reported. More importantly, early sign of the competing relationship between external and internal cognitive processes appears also present behaviorally; both Harman et al. (1997) and Rothbart and Posner (2001) have reported that caregivers could soothe crying babies by reorienting them to novel stimuli after 3 months of age (e.g., a toy). However, as soon as the stimuli are removed, infants' distress returns. Coupling this behavioral evidence with our previous studies of the development of the default network (Gao et al. 2009 ), we hypothesize that 1) rs-fMRI will demonstrate improved network synchronization within both the dorsal attention and the default networks during the first 2 years of life and 2) a negative (anticorrelated) network interaction pattern between the 2 networks will not be present at birth but become apparent at 1 year and be further enhanced at 2 years of age. In addition, we hypothesize that the extent of this anticorrelation at different ages parallels their within-network maturation process. These hypotheses, if proven, should significantly enhance our understanding of early brain functional development, not only at the individual network level, but also at network interaction level.
Materials and Methods

Subject and Image Acquisition
The subjects in this study were part of a large study of brain development in normal and high-risk children (Gilmore et al. 2007; Gao et al. 2011; Gilmore et al. 2011) . Informed consent was obtained from the parents of all participants, and the experimental protocols were approved by the Institutional Review Committee, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. We retrospectively identified 147 normal subjects who met the inclusion and exclusion criteria (more details in Supplementary Participants section) as well as passed the screening of image quality for minimal motion-related artifacts. The participants include 51 neonates (27 M, 23 ± 12 days [standard deviation {SD}]); 50 1 year old (27 M, 13 ± 1 months) and 46 2 years old (28 M, 24 ± 1 months). All images were acquired using a 3-T head-only MR scanner (Allegra, Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany). A 3D magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo (MP-RAGE) sequence was used to provide anatomical images to coregister all images among subjects. The imaging parameters were as follows: repetition time (TR) = 1820 ms, echo time (TE) = 4.38 ms, inversion time = 1100 ms, 144 slices, and voxel size = 1 3 1 31 mm 3 . For the rs-fMRI, a T Ã 2 -weighted EPI sequence was used to acquire images. The imaging parameters were as follows: TR = 2 s, TE = 32 ms, 33 slices, and voxel size =4 3 4 3 4 mm 3 . This sequence was repeated 150 times so as to providing time-series images.
Preprocessing
The preprocessing steps included exclusion of voxels outside of the brain using FSL (FMRIB, Oxford University, UK), time shifting, motion correction, linear trend removal, low-pass filtering ( <0.08 Hz), and spatial smoothing (6-mm full-width at half-maximum Gaussian kernel). Nuisance signals from ventricles, white matter, and global signal were regressed out using linear regression (Fox et al. 2005) . The first 10 time points of the rs-fMRI data were excluded to allow magnetization reaching an equilibrium condition. Subsequently, rs-fMRI data of the first available time point from each subject were coregistered to the corresponding T 1 -weighted MP-RAGE structural images using rigidbody alignment. To register images within each age group, longitudinal T 1 images from a subject not included in this study and scanned at 3 week, 1 year, and 2 years old were selected as templates for the corresponding age groups, and an intensity-based HAMMER nonlinear registration (Shen and Davatzikos 2002) was performed to wrap each individual subject's T 1 images to its age-matched template space. The transformation fields from this step were then applied to the rs-fMRI data to bring them to the template space. Registration between templates of each age group (from the longitudinal data set) and the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space was also performed using 4D HAMMER registration. The transformation field obtained from this step was used to warp regions of interest (ROIs) defined in MNI coordinate, as described below, to each age group's template space.
Functional Connectivity Map and ROI-Based Analysis
Spherical seed regions (with a radius of 8 mm) of the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) (MNI coordinate: 1, -55, 17) and the left intraparietal sulcus (IPS) (-27, -52, 57) in the MNI template space were chosen for the default and dorsal attention networks (Fox et al. 2005 ), respectively, which were then warped back to each group's template space to serve as age-specific ROIs. The average time series were calculated from each seed region for each individual subject and correlated with all voxels in the whole brain to define the functional connectivity map of each network. The correlation values were Fisher-Z transformed. Two-tailed t-test was subsequently performed for each voxel at the group level to determine whether it is significantly different from zero (P < 0.05 after false discovery rate [FDR] correction; Benjamini and Yekutieli 2001, cluster size > 10 voxels). To further determine whether the choice of seed regions may introduce biases in the construction of network topology, functional connectivity maps obtained using other seed regions were also obtained (medial prefrontal cortex, MPFC [0, 51, for the default network and right IPS [24, -56 , 55] as well as bilateral middle temporal, MT [-45, -69, -2; 50, -69, -3] for the dorsal attention network).
After constructing the functional connectivity maps, an ROI-based functional connectivity analysis was further performed to quantitatively examine the multivariate relationship among the functional regions of the 2 networks. Specifically, the functional connectivity maps of both the dorsal attention and the default networks were warped to the MNI space based on the transformation fields obtained from the 4D registration step as outlined above. Subsequently, for each positively correlated region in the 2 networks, a sphere (8 mm radius) centered at the local peak was defined in the MNI space and warped back to each individual groups' template space to serve as an ROI. These steps were needed so as to reducing biases resulting from 1) the different brain sizes of the 3 age groups and 2) the volume differences of the connected regions among the age groups since neonates tend to have large and diffusive connected regions when compared with 1 year and 2 years old (Gao et al. 2009 ). The defined ROIs for each age group (3 in neonates-2/1 for dorsal attention/default, 15 in 1 year old-6/9 for dorsal attention/default, and 13 in 2 years old-4/9 for dorsal attention/ default) are labeled in Figure 1 .
Trajectories of Connection Strength
Through the developmental processes, the brain functional topologies are most likely dissimilar in different age groups, making it difficult to compare the individual connections across different age groups. In order to quantitatively evaluate the growth trajectories of each connection within the 2 networks, with the exception of the bilateral anterior prefrontal cortex (APFC) regions in 1 year olds' dorsal attention network, the missing ROIs in neonates were warped from those in 1 year old. The exclusion of the APFC for this analysis is justified since it is absent in 2 years old and is not typically included in adult dorsal attention network (Fox et al. 2005; Vincent et al. 2008 ). The ROIs defined in 2 years old are highly consistent with those in 1 year old and were used for this group for the growth trajectory analysis.
After defining the ROIs, the mean time course was again extracted from each ROI and correlated with each other to construct a correlation matrix for each subject. After Fisher's z-transform and averaging across all subjects, group mean matrices were obtained for each age group. Subsequently, nonparametric rank-sum test was used to test the significant growth effect (by comparing across different age groups, P < 0.05, FDR correction; Benjamini and Yekutieli 2001) of individual functional connections within and between the 2 functional networks to delineate their growth trajectories.
As outlined above, although a peak-based ROI approach was employed to minimize potential biases introduced by volume differences across different age groups, results using the entire regions were also obtained. Moreover, to determine whether the global signal regression alters our conclusions regarding the growth trajectories of individual connections (Fox et al. 2009; Murphy et al. 2009 ), identical analyses as that outlined above were also conducted without global signal regression for both sets of ROIs (i.e., peak ROIs and whole ROIs).
Results
The functional connectivity maps (P < 0.05, FDR corrected) of the default and dorsal attention networks are presented in Figure 1 where the PCC and left IPS were used as the seed regions for the 2 networks, respectively. Both network topologies experience dramatic development during the first 2 years of life. Each starts from a large diffuse blob around the designated seed region in neonates, followed by dramatic topological changes at 1 year of age. For the default network, a spatially distributed and adult-like architecture is observed in 1 year old, which includes PCC, MPFC, l/r posterior inferior parietal lobule (PIPL), l/r hippocampus formation (HF), l/r lateral temporal cortex (LTC) areas, and primary visual area (PVA), highly consistent with that reported in our previous studies with a different data analysis approach (Gao et al. 2009) . A similar developmental pattern is also observed for the dorsal attention network. The IPS regions become much more spatially localized at 1 year of age compared with the diffusive blobs in neonates and show an adult-like bilateral symmetric topology (Fox et al. 2005; Vincent et al. 2008 ). In addition, bilateral MT areas, an important region in the adult dorsal attention network (Fox et al. 2005; Vincent et al. 2008) , and bilateral APFC areas are also present. Except the frontal eye field (Fox et al. 2005; Vincent et al. 2008) , the dorsal attention network in 1 year old also demonstrates a spatially distributed and partially adult-like topology (Fox et al. 2005; Vincent et al. 2008) .
In contrast to the dramatic developmental processes of the 2 networks during the first year of life, topological changes during the second year of life are less dramatic (Fig. 1c) . One notable change in the dorsal attention network is that bilateral APFC connections are no longer present at 2 years old. Table 1 summarizes the brain regions both consistent (red) and inconsistent (black) with that observed in adults for each network at different ages. Overall, the topological representations of the 2 networks during the first 2 years of life strongly support our hypothesis that a significant improvement of both the default and the dorsal attention networks toward adult-like topologies occurs during the first year of life.
In order to determine whether or not the choices of the seed regions for the dorsal attention and default networks may lead to different topologies, results using MPFC and rIPS/MT as the seed regions for the default and dorsal attention networks, respectively, are provided in the Supplementary Figure S1 . With the exception of the neonate group where the topologies are highly dependent on the seeds (i.e., functionally connected areas are restricted to the vicinity of the selected seed regions), highly consistent topologies with that provided in Figure 1 are observed regardless of choice of seed location for 1 year and 2 years old. These findings further suggest that coherent network structures are absent in neonates for both networks but become well established in 1 year and 2 years old. One interesting finding is the extensive spatial overlap between the 2 networks at birth (the overlapped volume account for 39.0% of the union of the volume of the 2 networks) (Fig. 1a , right column). This extensive spatial overlap substantially reduces at 1 year of age (1.32%) and further decreases to 0.45% at 2 years of age, suggesting dramatic functional specialization of these 2 networks during the first 2 years of life.
To more quantitatively assess the age-dependent changes of connection strengths, the growth trajectories of individual connections as well as the mean connection strength of the dorsal attention (Fig. 2a,b ) and default networks (Fig. 2c,d ) are shown in Figure 2 , respectively. All connections in the dorsal attention network show significantly increased connection strengths from neonates to 1 year old, followed by minimal changes from 1 year to 2 years of age. For default network, of the 36 available connections, 29 exhibit significantly increased connection strengths from neonates to 1 year of age. Moreover, 8 connections, including PCC-MPFC, MPFC-l/rPIPL, MPFC-PVA, l/rHF-rPIPL, rHF-lHF, and rLTC-lHF, continue to experience significant growth during the second year of life (Fig. 2c) . Overall, the mean network connection growth of the 2 networks during the first 2 years is similar-a significant increase during the first year of life (red asterisks, P = 3.9 3 10 -7 for dorsal attention and P = 4.5 3 10 -6 for default), followed by minimal changes during the second year of life (Fig. 2b,d ). The connections exhibiting statistically increased connection strengths are summarized in Table 2 .
While the topologies and connection strengths of the default and dorsal attention networks undergo substantial temporal changes during the first 2 years of life, the interaction patterns between the 2 networks reveal unique insights into the maturation process. Figure 3 shows brain regions exhibiting negative correlation with respect to the predefined seeds in the dorsal attention (lIPS) and default (PCC) networks, respectively. Notice there are no significantly anticorrelated regions for either network in neonates (therefore neonates' maps are not shown in the figure), but widespread negatively correlated regions (blue regions) are observed in 1 year and 2 years old for the lIPS (dorsal attention, Fig. 3a ) and the PCC (default network, Fig. 3b ) seed regions, respectively. More importantly, the negatively correlated regions with respect to the lIPS seed resemble brain regions in the default network and vice versa. To better delineate this relationship, the composite maps containing the anticorrelated regions with lIPS seed (coral), the default network (lime), and the overlap regions (red) are shown in Figure 3c for 1 year and 2 years old. Similarly, the anticorrelated regions with PCC seed (lime), the dorsal attention network (coral), and the overlap regions (red) are shown in Figure 3d . Notice the anticorrelated regions with the lIPS significantly overlap with the default network at 1 year of age, including the MPFC, PCC, and bilateral HF areas (left ). All whiskers represent standard error of the mean. Table 2 Connections exhibiting significantly increased strengths in the dorsal attention and default networks during the first 2 years of life
Dorsal attention Default
From neonates to 1 year old rIPS-lIPS, lMT-lIPS, rMT-lIPS, lMT-rIPS, rMT-rIPS, rMT-lMT PCC-lPIPL; PCC-rPIPL; PCC-MPFC; PCC-lHF; PCC-rHF; PCC-lLTC; PCC-rLTC; PCC-PVA; rPIPL-lPIPL; MPFC-lPIPL, rHF-lPIPL, lLTC-lPIPL, rLTC-lPIPL, MPFCrPIPL, rHF-rPIPL, lLTC-rPIPL, rLTC-rPIPL, lHF-MPFC, rHF-MPFC, lLTC-MPFC, rLTC-MPFC, PVA-MPFC, rHF-lHF, rLTC-lHF, lLTC-rHF, PVA-rHF, rLTC-lLTC, PVA-lLTC, PVA-rLTC From 1 year to 2 years old None PCC-MPFC, MPFC-lPIPL, MPFC-rPIPL, lHF-rPIPL, rHF-rPIPL, PVA-MPFC, rHFlHF, rLTC-lHF column; Fig. 3c ). Conversely, the anticorrelated regions with PCC overlap with the dorsal attention network, which cover bilateral MT and IPS areas (left column; Fig. 3d ). A summary of the anticorrelated regions of the 2 networks is provided in Table 1 . The anticorrelated behavior appears further augmented at 2 years of age. The anticorrelated regions with lIPS seed (dorsal attention network) overlap even more extensively with the default network; new overlap regions include the bilateral LTC as well as PIPL areas, and the extent of spatial overlap in MPFC and PCC becomes more extensive. This increasing trend of overlap as a function of age is evident in the calculated overlapping ratio (right column; Fig. 3c ), which increases from 11.9% in 1 year old to 22.9% in 2 years old. Similarly, the anticorrelated regions with the PCC seed (default network) also overlap more extensively with the dorsal attention network, especially in the superior parietal areas (IPS). However, the overlapping ratio experiences a relatively moderate increase from 11.5% in 1 year old to 16.4% in 2 years old (right column; Fig. 3d ). These findings demonstrate the presence of the anticorrelated behaviors between the 2 networks in 1 year old, which become further augmented in the second year of life. Consistent with the findings shown in Figure 3 , the connection strengths of individual connections (based on the same ROIs as used in Fig. 2) between the 2 networks decrease and become negative from neonates to 2 years of age (Fig. 4) . Specifically, of the 36 possible connections (4 ROIs in dorsal attention and 9 ROIs in default), 25 connections exhibit significant decreases in strengths from neonates to 1 year old (blue lines, Fig. 4a ) and 5 connections (including lPIPL-lMT, rPIPL-lMT, rLTC-lMT, rLTC-lIPS, and rPIPL-rMT) continue to decrease in the second year. While 2 connections (between l/ rIPS and rHF) show slight increase in the second year, they remain significantly negative (P = 1.0 3 10 -6 for lIPS-rHF and P = 1.3 3 10 -5 for rIPS-rHF). The connections showing significantly changed strengths between the 2 networks are summarized in Table 3 . The mean network interaction strengths are presented in Figure 4b , demonstrating that the interaction strengths start from positive in neonates and significantly decrease (P = 4.3 3 10 -7
, red asterisk) to negative at 1 year of age and remain negative at 2 years of age.
Results obtained using the whole regions rather than peak ROIs as well as those obtained without global signal regression are shown in Supplementary Figures S2--S4 . With the exception of an apparent shift toward a positive connection strength distribution in the absence of global signal regression (Supplementary Fig. S2 ), the connectivity patterns at each age group ( Supplementary Fig. S3 ) as well as the growth trajectories associated with individual connections (Supplementary Fig. S4 ) are highly consistent with the results reported in the main text. Moreover, by first averaging the within-and between-network connection strengths in each subject and plotting the resulting mean connection strength against each subject's actual age ( Supplementary Fig. S5 ), the resulting patterns are also highly similar to those shown in Figures 2 and 4 .
Discussion
Behavioral studies have documented the emergence of cognitive functions associated with the dorsal attention and default networks (Amsterdam 1972; Haith et al. 1988; Fivush and Hamond 1990; Rothbart and Posner 2001) as well as the potential interaction between the external (related to dorsal attention) and internal (related to default network) cognitive processes (Harman et al. 1997; Rothbart and Posner 2001) in early infancy. With a large cohort of normal pediatric subjects aged between 3 weeks and 2 years old and using rs-fMRI, this study tested the hypotheses that 1) rs-fMRI will demonstrate improved network synchronization for both the dorsal attention and the default networks during the first 2 years of life and 2) a negative network interaction pattern between the dorsal attention and default networks will not be present at birth but become apparent at 1 year and be further enhanced at 2 years of age. Our results confirmed both hypotheses and revealed an interesting interplay between individual network orchestration and between-network interaction.
An extensive modification of network topologies for both the dorsal attention and the default networks is observed during the first years of life; both start from a single region centered at the seed regions in neonates and evolve to highly integrated network structures resembling that observed in adults at 1 year of age. Specifically, the choice of the seed Figure 4 . The temporal characteristics of functional connection strengths of the interaction between the dorsal attention and default networks. (a) Growth trajectories of individual between-network connections. Red/blue colors indicate significant (P \ 0.05, FDR corrected) increase/decrease of interaction strength, respectively, while black color represents nonsignificant changes; (b) changes of mean interaction strength (red asterisk represents statistically significant change (P \ 0.05, FDR corrected)). All whiskers represent standard error of the mean. Table 3 Interactions between dorsal attention and default networks exhibiting significant changes during the first 2 years of life
Decreasing connections Increasing connections
From neonates to 1 year old PCC-lIPS, lPIPL-lIPS, rPIPL-lIPS, MPFC-lIPS, lHF-lIPS, rHF-lIPS, lLTC/lIPS, PVA-lIPS, rPIPL-rIPS, lHF-rIPS, rHF-rIPS, PCC-lMT, lPIPL-lMT, lHF-lMT, rHFlMT, lLTC-lMT, PVA-lMT, PCC-rMT, lPIPL-rMT, rPIPL-rMT, MPFC-rMT, lHFrMT, rHF-rMT, rLTC-rMT, PVA-rMT None From 1 year to 2 years old lPIPL-lMT, rPIPL-lMT, rLTC-lMT, rLTC-lIPS, rPIPL-rMT lIPS-rHF, rIPS-rHF Note: Significantly increased connections are in red and significantly decreased connections are in blue.
regions plays a critical role in delineating network topologies for both networks at birth ( Fig. 1 and Supplementary Fig. S1 ). That is, the brain topology of either network highly depends on the choice of the seed ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ), suggesting that these 2 networks are not well formed at birth. The local connectivity pattern in neonates (except for bilateral homotopic regions) observed in this study is generally consistent with previous findings in both preterm and term infants where spatially constrained connectivity patterns are also observed for different functional networks (Fransson et al. 2007 (Fransson et al. , 2011 Doria et al. 2011) . Conversely, consistent topologies for both the dorsal attention and the default networks are observed regardless of the seed locations in 1 year and 2 years old, implying that both have formed highly integrated network structures ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ). Both networks continue to evolve from 1 year to 2 years of age toward adult-like dorsal attention and default networks, although the changes are much less dramatic (Fig. 1) . Quantitative measurements of connection strengths in each network also exhibit a similar developmental pattern (Fig. 2) . Generally, both networks show significant increases of connection strength from neonates to 1 year old, followed by minimal changes from 1 to 2 years of age. Together, our results strongly support the hypothesis that both the dorsal attention and the default networks undergo extensive improvement in overall network integration during the first year of life. One interesting finding warrants additional discussion. As shown in Figure 1 , a substantial spatial overlap at birth is observed between the regions exhibiting significant correlation with the lIPS for dorsal attention and PCC for default, respectively. The extent to which these 2 networks are spatially overlapped is dramatically reduced at 1 year and almost vanishes at 2 years of age (Fig. 1) . Although the limited spatial resolution, particularly in the context of the smaller head size of neonates, may lead to partial volume effects, it is also plausible that IPS and PCC share similar functions at birth but are progressively specialized to different cognitive functions and integrated separately into the dorsal attention and default networks at 1 year of age. Behavioral assessments may be needed to further support the potential functional specialization between IPS and PCC, although it is a daunting task to conduct complex behavioral assessments at such a young age.
Our second goal was to determine the presence or absence of an anticorrelated relation between the dorsal attention and the default networks as that been observed in adult subjects (Fox et al. 2005; Vincent et al. 2008) . Anticorrelated interactions are commonly interpreted as ''competition'' in adults (Fox et al. 2005; Kelly et al. 2008; Vincent et al. 2008) and behavioral evidence supporting the emergence of such competing relationship during early infancy also exists. Specifically, Rothbart and Posner (2001) reported that caregivers usually soothe crying babies by gently holding/rocking before the age of 3 months. After 3 months of age, many could successfully calm crying babies by reorienting them to novel stimuli (e.g., a toy). Given that crying is mainly elicited by internal processes likely governed by the default network Wicker et al. 2003; Buckner et al. 2008; Andrews-Hanna et al. 2010) , different means to intervene this process may convey important information on the underlying mechanisms. Specifically, gently holding/rocking may provide more comfort and/or feeling of security to babies, likely alleviating their uneasiness. In contrast, reorienting to novel stimuli may incur babies' improved attentional capability around 3 months of age (Haith et al. 1988; Johnson et al. 1991) , which may temporarily ''block'' the internal emotional process and stop crying. Such a mechanism hence supports the existence of effective inhibitions between the attention process (related to dorsal attention) and the internal process (related to default) (Harman et al. 1997; Rothbart and Posner 2001) . Indeed, Harman et al. (1997) showed that facial and vocal signs of distress are halted during the reorienting period, but the infant's distress returns to almost exactly the same level as soon as the new stimuli are removed. Consistent with these behavioral observations, our results reveal the absence of anticorrelated behaviors at birth but uncover a clear anticorrelated relation between the dorsal attention and the default networks at 1 year of age (Figs 3  and 4) , supporting the emergence of a network-level competition mechanism during the first year of life (although the lack of 3-month data prevent us from delineating possible functional connectivity shifts around the time of corresponding behavioral changes reported in Rothbart and Posner (2001) ). Interestingly, Posner and Rothbart (1998) have related such attention process to self-regulation and to a broader sense of consciousness. Consistently, Lagercrantz and Changeux (2009) have reported the gradual progress of basic consciousness, while Amsterdam (1972) has documented the emergence of self-awareness during the first year of life. Therefore, it is plausible that the findings here are also related to an elevated level of consciousness as a result of improved sensory perception, enhanced executive attention control, and increased self-awareness.
Comparing the trajectories of individual network development ( Fig. 2) with the trajectories of between-network interaction (Fig. 4) , a clear pattern emerges; the time period exhibiting significantly increased connection strength within the dorsal attention and default networks coincides with a significantly increased negative correlation between the 2 networks. In addition, although the polarity differs, the magnitude of changes of connection strengths within and between networks is highly comparable from neonates to 2 years of ages (Figs 2 and 4) . Together, these similarities of within-and between-network interaction might suggest that the presence of integrated dorsal attention and default networks are needed for the anticorrelated behaviors between the 2 networks. More studies with a higher temporal resolution of imaging sessions (especially during the first year of life) may be needed to further determine the relationship between maturation of individual networks and between-network interaction.
Overall, the within-network synchronization and betweennetwork opposition pattern reported in this study depicts an exciting picture of the scaffolding process of brain's networkbased architecture during early brain development and invites future studies to further delineate the process by covering an extended array of functional networks. In addition to delineating normal brain development, given the reported network-level disruption in various neurodegenerative diseases (Seeley et al. 2009 ), such combined network-level investigation might also hold the key to unveiling the neurophysiological origins of different developmental disorders.
Underlying Neurophysiology
Although the exact neurophysiological mechanism underlying the functional connectivity changes observed here remains to Network Synchronization and Interaction d Gao et al. be determined, several lines of research provide potential explanations. First, previous studies (Letinic et al. 2002; Tyzio et al. 2006 ) have documented that c-aminobutyric acid (GABA) is the dominant excitatory neurotransmitter during fetal life but gradually switches to its classic inhibitory role during the first few postnatal months due to changes in chloride regulation (Rivera et al. 1999) . The maturation of such inhibitory action of GABA and the structural development of c-aminobutyric acidergic interneuronal circuits are essential for the maintenance of ongoing neuronal activity (Vanhatalo and Kaila 2006) . Indeed, this GABA maturation process is accompanied by diminishing ''discontinuous'' neuronal electrical signals (characterized by transient signal ''burst'') and increasing continuous oscillations in various frequency bands as observed through neonatal electroencephalography (EEG) (Buzsaki and Draguhn 2004; Steriade 2006) . Such continuous oscillations are critical for various cognitive functions and undergo a steady increase until about 3 months of age to reach ''a fully continuous form'' (Vanhatalo and Kaila 2006) . Together with the important myelination process of long axonal tracts (Haynes et al. 2005; Gao et al. 2008) , all these factors likely facilitate the long-distance synchronization/opposition of ongoing neuronal oscillations from distributed neuron assembles, which is assumed to be the neuronal underpinnings of functional connectivity observed using blood oxygen level--dependent (BOLD) fMRI (Logothetis et al. 2001; Nir et al. 2007; Shmuel and Leopold 2008) . In line with these changes, Chugani et al. (1987) reported that by 3 months of age, there has been a significant increase of glucose metabolism in parietal, temporal, and occipital cortices, and by approximately 6--8 months of age, there is another increase in frontal and dorsolateral occipital cortical regions. These regional glucose metabolism increases coincide well with the functional areas in the 2 networks studied here (i.e., most of the regions from the 2 networks are from parietal, temporal, and frontal lobes), indicating that increased energy consumption is needed as these regions become increasingly more functioning. Therefore, the observed synchronization within and opposition between the 2 higher order functional networks in this study likely reflect an intertwined neurophysiological process involving neurotransmitter signaling shift, electrical activity change, myelination growth, and energy consumption increase. Future studies by simultaneously measuring neural substrates and functional connectivity may be needed to gain more insights into the underlying neurophysiological mechanisms of the observed interaction patterns between the dorsal attention and default networks.
Interpretation of Negative Correlations
The interpretation of the presence of negative correlations between the default and dorsal attention networks with the global signal removal preprocessing step has been controversial (Chang and Glover 2009; Fox et al. 2009; Murphy et al. 2009 ). Since such regression forces the resulting correlation distribution to be bell shaped around zero, it raises questions of whether the observed anticorrelations are ''introduced'' by global signal removal or brought into light after removing the nuisance factors (Murphy et al. 2009 ). Fox et al. (2009) have shown that even after removing the 2 networks from the global signal mask (essentially eliminating the mathematical constraints on the 2 systems), certain anticorrelations still exist. In an independent study, Chang and Glover (2009) showed evidences of anticorrelations between the 2 networks both with and without controlling for independently measured physiological noise. In addition, behavioral evidence seems to also support the competing relationship between the 2 networks . Together with their welldocumented opposing activation pattern (Shulman et al. 1997; Corbetta and Shulman 2002) , existing evidence supports the authenticity of such anticorrelations. In this study, the observed emerging negative correlation pattern between the dorsal attention and default networks appears to provide further support for their functional relevance from a developmental perspective. Specifically, in neonates, we fail to observe any significant negative correlations (even after global signal regression), consistent with the poor functional specialization reported for such young infants (Tau and Peterson 2010) . Subsequently, the anticorrelated structure experiences dynamic and behaviorally sensible evolution as age grows (Figs 3  and 4) , which gradually approaches its adult configuration, strongly supporting its functional relevance.
Limitations
Instead of using external monitoring devices such as photoplethysmograph and pneumatic belt to monitor cardiac and respiratory effects (Chang and Glover 2009) , respectively, so as to eliminating these potential physiological confounds in rsfMRI, global MR signal was regressed out in our study. This is due largely to the fact that utilizing photoplethysmograph and pneumatic belt tends to make it difficult for our subjects to fall in asleep. Although regressing out the global signal cannot guarantee the complete removal of physiological confounds, Chang and Glover (2009) have shown a great correspondence between the global signal and the externally monitored respiratory and cardiac signal. As a result, it is highly plausible that the majority of such physiological confounds have been substantially minimized using this regression approach. In addition, the observed within-network synchronization and between-network opposition pattern further support this expectation, or otherwise, we would expect a more globally uniform effect for possible physiological bias rather than a functionally sensible differentiation. Nevertheless, due to the retrospective nature of this technique, residual physiological confounds may still be present and deserve further investigation.
Another limitation is the lack of information on the sleep stage of each subject. Although simultaneous EEG and rs-fMRI is the optimal way to minimize potential variability resulted from different stages of sleep among subjects, as mentioned above, it is highly challenging to image nature sleep subjects with additional external monitoring devices. In order to minimize potential variability resulted from different sleep stages, all subjects were imaged as soon as they fell asleep in our study. Moreover, previous studies (Vincent et al. 2007; Horovitz et al. 2008) have provided evidence regarding the limited effects of sleep on resting BOLD. Therefore, it is highly likely that the effects of different sleep stages among subjects are minimal in our study.
Conclusions
We have documented the dramatic emergence process for the default and dorsal attention networks during the first 2 years of life. More importantly, our results reveal that the anticorrelated behaviors between the 2 networks are absent at birth but become apparent after 1 year old, which parallels the maturation of the individual networks. Our study points out that in addition to examining the synchronization of individual networks, more attention should be paid to studying the interaction patterns between networks. Such combined network-level investigation may offer new insights into the developmental processes and potentially serve as effective biomarkers for the evaluation of abnormal brain development.
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